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This invention relates to the propagation of electro 
magnetic Wave energy in circularly symmetrical modes 
in Iround holow pipe waveguide, and more particularly 
to transformers from Snall to Iarge Waveguide and vice 
VerSal for a circularly Symmetrical Wave. 
In the propagation of electromagnetic wave energy in 

Tound holow pipe Waveguides it is well known that the 
emergy Can propagate in one or more modes, or charac 
teristic field configurations, depending on the cross-sec 
tional Size, or internal diameter, of the particular wave 
guide, and on the operating frequency, and that the 1arger 
the internal diameter is made the greateris the number of 
modes in Which the energy can propagate ata given oper 
ating frequency. It is usually desirable to confine propa 
gation of the energy to one particular mode, depending 
upon the application Which is involved, If the desired 
Imode is also the So-called dominant mode, the diameter 
of the WaVeguide can be restricted So that noother modes 
can be propagated in it. "The TEnd mode, in connection 
With Which the present invention is described, is frequently 
chOSen for its ability to propagate over long Waveguide 
distances With less attenuation than other mode8. It is, 
however, not the dominant mode, and the diameter of a 
waveguide in which this mode will propagate must be so 
large that other modes can also be propagated in it 
that is, the waveguide is a multimode circular waveguide. 
In certain instances it is desirable to efect a change in 

the diameter of a multimode circular Waveguide intended 
for propagation of a given mode, Such as the TEnt mode. 
For eXample, it is deSirable to do this to transform the 
impedance of the Waveguide from one value to another. 
When a change in the diameter is efected, it is also de 
Sirable to do So with a minimum of mode conversion. 
A commonly used technique to Solve this problem is 

to Iresort to the use of a comical tapered Section of Wave 
guide between the two sections of Smaller and larger di 
ameter waveguide. Since the efective mode conversion 
is an inverse function of the length of the tapered Section, 
mode conversion can be minimized by the use of a long 
tapered section. This usually results in a Structure which 
is longer than is desirable or tolerable for Imany appi 
cationS. 
Amother technique has been described by S.P. Morgan, 

Jr., in U.S. Patent No. 2,762,982, which uses dielectric 
mode converters to efectively cancel Spturious ImodeS 
which have been generated in passing fron a Smaler 
diameter waveguide to a larger-diameter Waveguide 
through a tapered section. This method, too, Since it 
involves the use of a tapered Section of Waveguide in 
addition to the dielectric mode converters, uStally FeSults 
in a structure which is undesirably or intolerably long 
for many applications. 

It is an object of the present invention to prowide a 
diameter transformer for round holow pipe Waveguides 
which is of greatly reduced length compared to a tapered 
pipe section or to devices involving dielectric mode con 
verters, and which preserves the mode purity of elec 
tromagnetic waves propagating in it with an eficiency as 
good as that of a tagered section of much greater length. 
Other objects are to provide such a transformer of Simple 
design, whichis not expensive or coraplex to fabricate, ? 
dificult to use and which is inherently of rugged and 
durable construction. 
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According to the invention, these objects are attained 

by providing a transformer in Which the internal diam 
eter is increased in a Series of steps. In multimode circul 
lar Waveguide an abrupt diametral change Will CalSe 
mode conversion to occur; thatis, a transfer of a portion 
of energy propagating in the desired mode to other modes 
of propagation takes place. The step transformer of the 
present invention makes use of the mode generation prop 
erties of a diametral step and of the progressive phase 
Shift of the generated mode or modes to reduce the net 
mode conversion to Zero or a Inegigible Value in a Tela 
tively short length of transmission line. Thus, for eX 
ample, with essentially pure TE61 mode energy propa 
gating in a Iround holow Waveguide, the diameter is in 
creased in steps, which are circularly symmetrical, and of 
such Smal1 size that Substantially the only impurity eX 
cited by each step is the TEng mode. The steps arear 
ranged to excite controlled magnitudes, for example, equal 
Imagnitudes of energy in the TE02 modle, and are appro 
priately phased to produce an efective canceling of the 
TE02 inpurity. 
In one practical embodiment, transformation fon Smal 

to oversize (for the TEol mode) circular WaVeguide iS 
achieved by the use of a series of quarter Wavelength (i.e?, 
guide wayelength) stepsin the TEp1 mode up to the maxi 
Imaum critical diameter which is below Cut-of for the TE02 
mode. From this point, the step discontinuities are made 
assmall as practical but equal in regard to TE02 mode eX 
citation. Then by proper spacing of the Steps the phase 
relations of the TEng wayes Whichare excited areadjusted 
for efective cancellation. - -- 

Other and further objects and features of the invention 
are set forthin the detailed description of certain embodi 
ments thereof which folows. The description Irefers to 
theaccompanying drawings, Whereim: 

FIG. 1 illustrates in side Section a step transformer 
Imade of a singlepiece ofsolid materiall; and 

FIG. 2 illustrates in side Section a Step transformer Con 
structed of telescoping sections of Separate tubing. - 

In FIG. 1, the transforner according to the invention 
is comprised of a series of circular bores of progressively 
increasing internal diameters D1, D11, D12, Do, D2 and 
Dg, respectively, in a single piece of metal 16). Each of 
these bores constitutes a section of circular Waveguide of 
uniform diameter, and the series of waveguide Sections 
constitutes in efect a single circular Waveguide of Which 
the internal diameter progressively increases in discrete. 
steps from the smallest diameter D1 to the largest diam 
eter Dg. The smallest diameter D1, and the next three 
Iarger diameters ID1.1, ID1.2 and De are all below Cut 
of for the TEp3 mode at the operating frequency, the 
1argest of these diameters Do being the maximum critical 
diameter Which is below cut-offor that mode. The Waye-. 
guide sections of diameters D1.1 and D12 are each one 
quarter guide vavelength 1ong With Irespect to energy at 
the operating frequency in the TEp1 mode. Expressed 
more simply, the steps fron ID1 to Do represent quarter 
guide wavelength steps in the TEp1 mode. The ratios of 
adjacent diameters, that is, the Iratios ID1/D1.1, ID11/D12 
and D1,3/Dg are related to each other according to a 
binomial distribution, as Well be more fully eXplained be 
loW. 
The next larger diameter Dig is able to Support the TE02 

mode at the operating frequency. The Step fron diam 
eter Dig to diameter ID3 is made suficiently Snal So that 
when pure TEdt mode energy enters the 1arger guide Sec 
tion substantially the only impurity eXcited by the discon 
tinuity is the TEng mode. Ability to achieve this Iresult 
is enhanced by the fact that the discontinuity has circular 
symmetry. A consideration which restricts to Some de 
gree the mininum step size that can be used is the need 
to make the first step beyond the inaximum critical diam 
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eter Do suficiently large to permit propagation of the 
TEp2 mode at the lowest frequency in the operating band. 
The Succeeding step from diameter Dg to diameter IDg is 
chosen to excite TE02 energy, fron the TE01 energy in 
cident upon it, equal in Imagnitude to the TE02 energy 
excited by the Step from diameter IDg to diameter D1. 
These two StepS, from IDg to ID3 and from ID2 to iDig, are 
spaced with respect to the guide Wavelength for the IE02 
mode So that these equal magnitudes of Step-excited TE02 
mode energy are in phase opposition-i.e?, they difer in 
phase by 180°. This produces efective cancellation of 
the TEng impurity. 
The design considerationsfor the Step Sizes and Spacings 

in the Sections of diameters IDo, Dig and IDg are as folowS. 
If a pure TE01 mode wave is incident at the plane A be 
tween the two guide Sections of diameters Dg and ID2, the 
energy content of the Wave is divided into two compo 
ment modes, Ent-" and Eng-", where End>>E02. When 
the IEnt-" component Ireaches the plane B between the 
tWo glide Sections of diameters Dg and IDg, its emergy 
content will again divide into two component modeS, 
En-1("1+") and Eng-l("+"). The total TEng mode com 
ponentat plane Bis, therefore, Eig-l("2+2)+-E"63-1("+"). 
In order for this Summation to be equal to Zero, the fol 
lowing two conditions must be Satisfied: 

Ep2=E"g (Condition 1) 
and 

where “N”=any odd integer 
(Condition 2) 

Condition 1 is approximatelly Satisfied if Dic/D3=D2/Dg. 
Condition 2 is Satisfied if the distance IL1 between the 
planes A and B has a magnitude computed from the fol 
loWing Telation: 

X (D)"Xing(D) = V(0.5) 
where ‘N”=any odder integer. (Relation 1) 
In Relation 1, the expression \g01(D2) means the guide 
Wavelength for the TEini mode in the section of diarneter 
D2, and the eXpression \g02(D2) means the guide Wave 
length for the TE02 miode in the Same Section. 
In the guide sections of internal diameters IDI, D11, 

ID12 and IDg, Which are al below cut-of for the TE02 
Imode, it is only inecessary to space the steps 

4 

apart, In the present embodiment, which employs three 
steps to go from the Smallest diameter D1 to the mai 
mum critical diameter IDg, the step sizes are binomially 
related, So that the TEnd mode disturbance created at the 
intermediate plane X will betwice the magnitude of the 
TE01 mode distrbance created ateach of the outer planes 
Yand Z; the latter disturbances are of equal magnitude. 
The larger TEnd mode disturbance is then cancelled half 
by the TEg1 mode disturbance created at plane Yand 
half by the TEnt mode disturbance created at plane Z. 
Animpedance transformer designed foruse with a TEnd 

mode circular Waveguide of internal diameter 0.634 inch 
intended for operation at a frequency of approximately 
35,000 mc./sec?, has been built with the following dimen 
sions (referring to FIG. 1): 

Did=0.634 inch 
D1,1=0.650 inch 
D1,3=0.683 inch 
Did=0.700 inch 
Dig=0.835 inch 
Dg=0.995 inch 
L1=0.382 inch 
Lig=0.694 inch 
Lig=0.801 inch 
L4 =0.911 inch 
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Fron these dimensions, the Step Iratios of the guide SCC 
tions of critical diameter (Dig) and leSS aTe: 

D1/D1.1=0.975 
D1.1/L)1,2=0.952 
D12/Dig=0.975 

The tvo extreme ratios, corresponding to the Steps at 
planes Yand Z, are equal and represent diametric Changes 
which are smailer than the diametric change at plane X, 
which is represented by the intermediate Iratio. This dis 
tribution of ratios is essentially binonial, as mentioned 
aboWe. 
The step ratios of the guide Sections of diameter larger 

than the critical diameter for the TE02 mode are: 

which are practically identical. 
Tests of mode conversion from TE01 to TE02 in the 

output of two transformers constructed according to FIG. 
1 with the foregoing dimensionS, empioying a Signal cen 
tered at 34,860 mc./sec. (i.e., 34.86 kmc./S.), yielded the 
following reSults: 

IMode (TE01 to 
IPrequericy Coriersion, TI02), 

SaImpie Sar lig 
NO. i X 0. 2 

PerC60 P6rtri 
34.8kric/s----------------------------------- (0.3 0.4 
3.00 kIIlC./SL.L. 1,8 2.4 
3000kra C?/s----------------------------------- 0. 5 (). 5 

These Iresults are substantially identical With those Which 
can be achieved using a tapered Iround holow Waveguide 
one foot long to go uniformily from IDI to ID3. They are 
attained With step transiorners according to the Ipresent 
invention Which are Iless than one inch long (L4=0.911 
inch). 

FIG. 2 illustrates a construction of a step transformiter 
accordingto the invention utilizing a Series of teleScoping 
Sections of circular waveguide. A first Section 2l of Irela 
tively the Smallest inner diameter fits teleScopically into 
a Second Section 22, which fits telescopically into a third 
Section 23, and So forth to Sections 24, 25 and 26. The 
Wal thicknesses ofthe Various Sections are chosen to pro 
wide the desired step Sizes, for example according to the 
design considerations described above With Ireference to 
FIG. 1, and the desired axiallengths of the efective Wave 
guide Sections of the various inner diameters are achieved 
by relative telescopic adjustment of contiguous pairs of 
the original Waveguide SectionS. In a Step transformer 
Constructed in this manner Which changed from an inner 
diameter of 0.634 inch of the first Section 21 to an inner 
diameter of 0.995 inch of the last section 26, insix steps, 
the reSult achieved Was mode conversion to TEgg in the 
output, from essentially pure TEnd mode energy intro 
duced via the first Section 21, on the order of two to 
three percent. The Size of each Step in this transformer 
was arbitrary, however, being governed by the wall thick 
nesses of available commercial tubing. Employing tubing 
fabricated with wal thicknesses chosen according to the 
design considerations described above, results similar to 
those Set forth above can be achieved. This 1atter con 
Sideration, however, introduces the need for a fabrication 
Step, namely that of drawing or machining the individual 
tubing Sections to desired sizes, unless available tubing 
can be found which Satisfies al the desired design param 
eters, In addition, the concentricity of each section is 
critical, if circular symnimetry of all the stepsis to be pre 
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Served. For these reasons, embodiments according to 
FIG. 1 are the preferred embodiments of the invention. 

It Will be recognized thaternbodiments of the invention 
can be constructed having three or more steps in the Sec 
tions of diameter above cut-of for the TEng mode. Im 
Such cases it Imay beadvantageous to choose Step Iratios 
which provide a Step-generated TEng mode amplitude 
distribution which is other than equal for all the Steps. 
For example, a binomial Step distribution can be lised, 
In the case of three Steps, the Step-generated TEng mode 
amplitudes Would desirably be distributed with the relia 
tive Values 1-2-1, as deScribed above With reference to the 
three Steps in the Iregion of diameters Which are below 
the critical diameter for the TE02 mode. In the case of 
four Steps, the Step-generated TEng mode amplittldes 
would desirably be distributed with the relative values 
1-3-3-1, and for five steps a deSirable relative amplitude 
distribution Would be 1-4-6-4-1. Alternatively, a Tche 
bySchef Step distribution may be employed. n any Case, 
itis preferred that the diameters of the Waveguide Sec 
tions which Will Support the TEng mode (Dg and Dg in 
FIG. 1, for eXample) be below cut-of for the TEdg mode. 
The foregoing principles are Valid also for transitions 

from diameters Which are below cut-offor the TEng mode 
to diameters aboye such cut-of-lie, for transformers 
from TEng to TEng mode sized Waveguide, and in gemeral 
for designing Step transformers from TEon to TE0(n+1) 
modesizes. Moregenerally, these principles are valid for 
diametric transformation from a Size limited to any mode 
having circular symmetry to a size able to propagate the 
next higher order of the Same mode, or Vice Versa. 
The embodiments of the invention Which have been i 

iustrated and deScribed herein are bitit a few iustrations 
of the invention. Other embodiments and 11odifications 
wil occur to those Skilled in the art. No attermpt has 
been made to ilustrate all possible embodiments of the 
invention, but rather only to ilustrate its principles and 
the best manner presently known to practice it. There 
fore, while certain Specific embodiments have been de 
Scribed as illustrative of the invention, Such other forms 
as Would occur to one Skiled in this art on a Ireading of 
the foregoing specification are also Within the Spirit and 
scope of the invention, and it is intended that this inven 
tion include all modifications and equivalents Which fall 
Within the Scope of the appended claimS. 
What is claimed is: 
1. Diametertransformerforcircularwaveguide intended 

for propagation of electromagnetic Wave energy in a pre 
Scribed first mode having circular Symmetry to one or 
more larger diameters capable of propagating energy in a 
second mode which is the next higher order of said first 
Imode, comprising a circular waveguide the diameter of 
Which, in a given axial direction, progressively increaseS 
Stepwise ateach of a plurality ofaxially-spaced transverSe 
planes, each Section of Said Waveguide between adjacent 
pairs of Said planes being of Substantially constant diam 
eter, the diametral changes each being dimensioned to 
generate a preScribed amount of Said Second mode energy 
fron the first mode energy at the operating frequency 
propagating through it, the magnitude of each diametral 
change being Irestricted So that Substantialy no energy in 
a mode higher than Said Second mode is generated from 
Said first mode energy, the planes defining Said diametral 
changes being Spaced apart relative to Said Second Irnode 
energy at the operating frequency So that Said amounts 
of Second mode energy generated by the diarnetral change 
at each of Said planes due to incidence thereat of first 
mode energy propagating through Said Waveguide in a 
given direction Substantially cancel each other. 

2. IDiameter transformer for circular Waveguide in 
tended for propagation of electromagnetic wave energy 
in the TEin mode, where “ri”is an integer, to one or more 
Harger diameters capable of propagating energy in the 
TEp(a.1) mode, comprising a circular Waveguide the di 
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ameter of Which, in a given axial direction, Iprogressively 
increases stepwiseat each of a plurality of axially-Spaced 
transverse planes, each Section of Said WaVeguide betWeen 
adjacent pairs of said planes being of substantially con 
stant diameter, the dianetral changes each being dimen 
sioned to generate a prescribed amount of TE0(a+1) mode 
energy from TEon mode energyat the operating frequency 
propagating through it, the Imagnitude of each diametral 
change being restricted So that Substantially Ino energy 
in a mode higher than Said TEp(n+1) modie is generated 
from Said TEon mode energy, the planes defining Said 
diametral Changes being Spaced apart Irelative to THE0(a+1) 
mode energy at the operating frequency So that Said 
amounts of TEpir1) mode energy generated by the di 
arnetral change at each of Said planes de to incidence 
thereat of TEin mode energy propagating through Said 
waveguide in a given direction Substantialy Cancel each 
other. 

3. Diameter transformer for circular WaVeguide in 
tended for propagation of electromagnetic Wave energy in 
the TEnt mode comprising a circular Waveguide the dian 
eter of which progressively increases stepWise at each of 
a plturality of consecutive axially-spaced tramSverseplanes, 
each Section of Said Waveguide between adjacent Ipairs of 
Said planes being of SubStantially constant diameter, the 
diametral changes each being dimensioned to generate a 
prescribed amount of TEp3 mode energy fron TEol Innode 
energy at the operating freguency propagating through it, 
the magnitude of each diametral change being restricted 
So that substantially no energy in a mode higher than 
Said TTE03 mode is generated from Said TE01 mode energy, 
the planes defining said diametral changes being spaced 
apart relative to TE03 mode energy at the operating fre 
quency So that Said amounts of TE02 mode energy gen 
erated by the diametral change at each of Said planes dule 
to TEnt mode energy propagating through Said Waveguide 
in a given direction substantially cancel each other. 

4. Diameter transformer for circular Waveguide in 
tended for propagation of electromagnetic Wave energy in 
the TEnd mode comprising a circular waveguide the diam 
eter of which progressively increases stepwiseat each of a 
plurality of consecutive axially-spaced transverse planes, 
each Section of Said Waveguide between adjacent pairs of 
Said planes being of Substantially constant diameter, one 
of said diametral increases being from a Section of di 
ameter below cut-of for the TEng mode at the operating 
frequency to a section above cut-of for Said mode, Said 
one diametral increase being folowed by at least one fur 
ther diametral increase, Said one and Said following di 
ametral increases each being dimensioned to generate a 
prescribed amount of TEng mode energy from TEp1 mode 
energy at the operating frequency propagating through it, 
the magnitude of each of said one and Said folowing di 
ametral increases being restricted So that SubStantialy Ino 
energy in a mode higher than Said TE02 mode is generated 
from Said TE01 mode energy, the planes deining Said One 
and said folowing diametral increases being Spaced apart 
relative to TE03 mode energy at the Operating frequency 
So that Said amounts of TEng mode energy generated by 
the diametral changeat each of said planes due to inci 
dence thereat of TE01 mode energy propagating through 
said waveguide in a given direction Substantially cancel 
each other. 

5. IDiameter transformer for circular Waveguide in 
tended for propagation of electromagnetic Wave energy 
in the TEnd mode comprising a circulair Waveguide the 
diameter of which progressively increases stepwiseat each 
of a plurality of conSecutive axially-spaced transverse 
planes, each Section of Said Waveguide between adjacent 
pairs of Said planes being of substantially constant diam 
eter, the first diametral increase being from a Section of 
the maximum critical diameter Which is below cut-of for 
the TE02 node at the operating frequency to a section 
above cut-of for Said mode, the diametral increases each 
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being dimensioned to gemerate a prescribed amount of 
IE02 mode energy fron TEp1 mode energy at the operat 
ing frequency propagating through i, the Imagnitude Of 
each diametral increase being IreStricted So that Substan 
tially Ino emergy in a mode higher than Said TE02 mode iS 
generated from Said TE01 mode energy, Said planes being 
Spaced apart Irelative to TE02 mode energy at the Operating 
frequency in the Sections between them So that Said 
amounts of TE02 mode energygenerated by the diametral 
change at each of Said planes due to incidence thereat of 
IE01 mode energy propagating through Said Waveguide in 
a given direction Substantially cancel each other. 

6. IDiameter transformer for circular Waveguide in 
tended for propagation of electromagnetic Wave energy in 
the TE01 mode comprising a circular waveguide the diam 
eter of which progressively increases stepwiseat each of 
tWo conSecutive axially-Spaced tranSverseplanes, each Sec 
tion of Said Waveguide betWeen adjacent pairs of Said 
plames being of SubStantially constant diameter, the first 
diannetral increase being from a Section of diarieter be 
loW Cut-of for the TEm3 mode at the operating frequency 
to a Section above Cut-of for Saidi mode, the diametral in 
Creases each being dimenSioned to generate Substantially 
egual amounts of TEp2 mode energy from TE01 mode 
energy at the operating frequency propagating through 
them in the direction of increasing diameters, the magni 
tude of each diametral increase being Irestricted So that 
Substantially no energy in a mode ligher than Said TE03 
Imode is generated from Said TE01 mode energy, Said 
planes being axially Spaced apart Irelative to TEd3 Innode 
energy at the operating frequency in the waveguide Sec 
tion between them So that Said amounts of TEng mode 
energy generated at each of Said planes due to incidence 
thereat of TE01 mode energy propagating through Said 
WaVeguide in Said direction substantially cance each other 
at the increase to the Hargest diameter. 

7. Internal diameter transformer for hollow round 
waveguide intended for propagation of electromagnetic 
Wave energy in the TEnt mode comprising a round Iholow 
Waveguide the internal diameter of which progressively 
ircreases stepwise at each of a plurality of consecutive 
aXially-Spaced tranSyerse planes, each Section of Said 
Waveguide between adjacent pairs of said pianes being of 
SubStantially constant diameter, one of Saidi diametral in 
CreaseS being from a Section of internal dianleter below 
Cut-of for the TE02 mode at the operating frequency to a 
Section above cut-of for Said mode, said one diametrai 
increase being folowed by at least one further internal 
diametral increase, Said one and Said foilowing internal 
diametral increases each being dimensioned to generate 
preScribed amotint of TEng mode energy from TEnd Innode 
energy at the operating frequency propagating throligh t, 
the magnitude of each of Said one and said folloving di 
ametral increases being restricted so that substantialy no 
energy in a mode higher than said TE03 mode is generated 
from Said TE01 mode energy, the planes defining said one 
and Said folowing diametral increases beingspaced apart 
elative to TE02 mode energy at the operating frequency 
So that Said amounts of TEng mode energy generated by 
the diametral change at each of Said planes due to in 
cidence thereat of TE01 mode energy propagating through 
Said waveguide in a given direction Substantially cancel 
each other. 

8. Internal diameter transformer for hollow Iround 
Waveguide intended for propagation of electromagnetic 
Wave energy in the THE01 mode comprising a round hoilow 
Waveguide made of a single piece of electrically conduc 
tive material the internal diameter of which progressively 
increases stepwise at each of a plurality of consecutive 
axially-Spaced transverse planes, each section of said 
Waveguide between adjacent pairs of Said planes being 
of Stbstanitally constant diameter, one of Said diam 
etral inCreases being from a Section of internal diam 
eter beloW cut-of for the TEng mode at the operating 
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8 
frequency to a Section above Cut-of for Said mode, 
Said one diametral increase being foloWed by at Ileast 
one further internal diametral increase, Said One and 
Said following internal diametral increaSes each being 
dimensioned to generate a preScribed amount of TE02 
mode energy fonn TEp1 mode energy at the Operat 
ing frequency propagating through it, the Imagnitude of 
each of Said one and Said foloWing diannetral in 
Creases being restricted So that Substantially no energy 
in a mode higher than Said TIE02 mode is generated from 
Said TEp1 mode energy, the plames defining Said one and 
Said folowing diametral increasesbeing spaced apart rela 
tive to TE02 mode energy at the operating frequency so 
that Said amounts of TEng mode energy generated by the 
diametral change at each of Said planes due to incidence 
thereat of TEpid mode energy propagating through Said 
Waveguide in a given direction Substantially cancel each 
other. 

9. Internal diameter transformer for hollow Iround 
Waveguide intended for propagation of electromagnetic 
Wave energy in the TE01 mode comprising a Iround holow 
Waveguide the internal diameter of Which progressively 
increases StepWiSeat each of a plurality of consecutive 
axially-spaced transverse planes, each section of Said 
Waveguide betWeen adjacent pairs of Said planes being of 
Substantially constant diameter, the first diametral in 
Crease beig fron a Section of internal diameter below 
Cut-of for the TE02 mode at the operating frequency to a 
Section above cut-of for Said mode, the diametral in 
Creases each being dimensioned to generate a prescribed 
annOUInt of TE02 mode energy from TE01 mode energy at 
the operating frequency propagating through it, the mag 
Initude of each diametral increase being restricted so that 
Substantially no energy in a mode higher than Said TEng 
rlode is generated from Said TE01 mode energy, Said 
planes being Spaced apart relative to TE02 mode energy 
at the operating frequiency in the Sections between them 
So that Said amounts of TE02 mode energy generated by 
the diametral change at each of Said planes due to inci 
dence thereat of TEnd mode energy propagating through 
Said Waveguide in a given direction SubstantiaIIy cancel 
each other. 

10. Internal diameter transformer for holow Iround 
WaVeguide intended for propagation of electromagnetic 
Wave energy in the TEp1 mode comprising, a first section 
of Iround hollow waveguide having a first substantially 
Constant internal diameter which is below cut-of for the 
"IE02 mode at the operating frequency, a Second Section 
of Iround holiow Waveguide having a second substantially 
ComStant internal diameter which is greater than Said firs 
interna diameter and is above cut-of for the TEng mode 
at the Operating frequency, Said first and Second Sections 
neeting Concentrically at a first plane transverse to their 
Common axis to prowide in said first plane a first circularly 
Symmetrical Stepwise diametral change, a third Section of 
round hollow Waveguide having a third substantially con 
Stant internal diameter which is greater than said Second 
internal diameter, Said Second and third sections meeting 
Concentrically at a Second plane transverse to their com 
Imon axis to provide in Said Second plane a Second cir 
cularly Symmetrical StepWise diametral change, the length 
of Said Second Section between Said first and second 
planes being determined by the relation 

Li L 

Where: 
L=said 1ength, - 
\g01=the guide Wavelength for the TEnd mode in said 
Second section, 

\g02=the guide Wavelength for the TEng mode in said 
Second Section, and 

V=any odd integer, 

ii 



3,019,899 
9 

and Said diameters being so related that 
LD1_ D2 
Dy LD 

Where 

D1=Said first diameter, 
D2=Said Second diameter, and 
Dig=Said third diameter, the magnitude of each diametral 
change fromD1 to D2 and from D2 to Dg, reSpectively, 
being restricted So that Substantially no energy in a 
Imode higher than said TE02 mode is generated from 
Said TE01 mode energy pasSing therethrough. 
11. Internal diameter transformer for holow Iround 

? Waveguide intended for propagation of electromagnetic 
Wave energy in the TE01 mode comprising a plurality of 
telescopically interfitting Sections of Iround hollow Wave 
guide each of Substantially constant diameter, Said Sec 
tions being Staggered to provide a Iround hollow wave 
guide the internal diameter of which progressively in 
Creases StepWise at each of a plurality of axially-spaced 
transverse planeS, one of Said Sections having an internal 
diameter which is below cut-of for the TEng modeat the 
Operating frequency and being adjacent a section having 
an internal diameter which isabove cut-of for said mode, 
Said last Inamed Section being followed by at Ileast one 
more Section of Stil larger internal diameter, the diam 
etral increases to internal diameters which are above cut 
of for Said TEng mode each being dimensioned to gen 
erate a prescribed amount of TE02 mode energy from 
TE01 mode energy at the operating frequency propagating 

10 
through it in the direction of increasing internal diam 
eters, the magnitude of each diametral increase being re 
Stricted So that Substantially ino energy in a mode higher 
than said TE62 mode is generated from said TEnd mode 

5 energy, the planes defining Said last Inamed diametral in 
Creases being spaced apart relative to TEng mode energy 
at the operating frequency So that Said amounts of TEdg 
mode energy generated at each of Said planes due to 
incidence thereat of TE01 mode energy propagating 

10 through said Waveguide in said direction Substantially 
cancel eachother. 
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